
Supplementary material: 

 

The variable electric potentials generated in the brain along with behaviours like memory loss, and 

thresholding lead to oscillating patterns. The strong oscillation continues until an imbalance, that 

favours the excitation of a large number of neurons over their inhibition. This leads to the increase 

in the system parameter of an attractor dynamics for the neighbouring regions hence these regions 

approach bifurcation. Dynamics of the brain activity can evolve to either a fixed-point attractor 

corresponding to a normal brain or to a limit cycle attractor corresponding to the pathological spike 

wave discharges observed in epileptic brains. Interacting local units in the brain produce global 

dynamics and surprisingly shows single oscillator behaviour at low frequency. Further bi-stability 

behaviour as explored both experimentally and in simulation for rats from past studies is also 

observed in our analysis from human EEG. In this work, we provide unambiguous evidence of 

particle and wave nature in brain dynamics, interestingly the undamped mono frequency waves as 

familiarly known alpha, beta and gamma and other brain waves. 

We have plotted the Fourier power spectra for other datasets as specified below in Fig 1.  

 
(a) Fourier Power spectra of healthy (during eye 

open) depicting the UPO at transition frequency 

10Hz. 

 
(b) Fourier Power spectra of patients (without seizure) 

Hippocampal region depicting reduction in UPO is 

discernible and a characteristic feature between healthy and 

patients for subject state classification. 

 

 



(c) Fourier Power spectra of patients (without seizure) epileptogenic zone depicting reduction in UPO is discernible 

and a characteristic feature between healthy and patients for subject state classification. 

Figure-1: Fourier power spectra for other 3 subjects that depicts UPO as characteristic feature 

for subject state classification. 

 

We have taken the cumulative sum of the signal to obtain the Fourier power spectra and 

observed UPO range in it. Only the UPO range of 8-14Hz is taken and reconstructed the signal 

to plot with the time frequency domain scalogram in Fig2. 

 

 

 
(a) For healthy (eye open) UPO range reconstruction 

depicting oscillatory region in reconstructed signal. 

 
(b) For patient (without seizure) hippocampal region, the 

UPO range signal reconstruction shows oscillation.  

  

 

 
(c) For patient (without seizure) epileptogenic zone, the UPO range signal reconstruction depicting clear 

oscillations showing move towards wave dynamics. 

Figure-2: Reconstruction of only UPO range 8-14Hz signal from the Fourier domain plotted 

along with time frequency scalogram for other 3 subjects. 

 



Similarly, from the cumulative sum data, with Fourier domain reconstruction, we have taken only 

40Hz then 40-45Hz ranges separately and reconstructed the signals. The corresponding time 

frequency domain scalogram in Fig3. 

 

 
(a) For healthy (eye open) for 40Hz reconstruction 

depicting stronger wave packet dynamics 

 
(b) For healthy (eye open) for 40-45Hz reconstruction 

depicting strong wave superposition as observed. 

  

             

     (c) For patient (without seizure) hippocampal region      (d) For patient (without seizure) hippocampal region  

          40Hz reconstruction with stronger wave dynamics         40-45Hz reconstruction with wave superposition 

 

        

           

     (e) For patient (without seizure) epileptogenic zone              (f) For patient (without seizure) epileptogenic zone  

     40Hz reconstruction with stronger wave dynamics                   40-45Hz reconstruction with wave superposition 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure-3: Reconstruction of only 40Hz then 40-45Hz separately from the Fourier signal and 

then the reconstructed the signal plotted in the time frequency domain for other 3 subjects. 

 

 



 
 

(a) Heisenberg model for K=-5/3 for healthy eye closed from 

the full signal along with the UPO region depicting energy 

transition phenomena at 10Hz. 

(b) Heisenberg model for K=-7 for healthy eye closed from 

the full signal along with the UPO range showing clear 

mismatch.  

  

(c) Heisenberg model for K=-7 from the reconstruction signal 

without UPO range 8-14Hz frequency for healthy eye closed 

shows improved fit for viscous dissipation but unlike K=-5/3 

neutral turbulence. 

(d) Heisenberg model for K=-5/3 for Patients during seizure 

from the full signal along with the UPO range showing clear 

mismatch. 

Figure-4: Heisenberg model for K=-5/3 (neutral turbulence) and -7 (viscous dissipation). 

 

  
(a) Heisenberg model for K=-5/3 from the reconstruction 

signal without UPO range 8-14Hz frequency for healthy 

subjects (eye open). 

(b) Heisenberg model for K=-5/3 from the reconstruction 

signal without UPO range 8-14Hz frequency for patients’ 

hippocampal region (during absence of seizure) 

 

Figure-5: Heisenberg model from reconstructed signal without UPO range 8-14Hz frequency for 

K=-5/3 neutral turbulence. 

 


